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Elastic–stiffness mapping by resonance-ultrasound microscopy
with isolated piezoelectric oscillator

Hirotsugu Ogi,a) Jiayong Tian, Toyokazu Tada, and Masahiko Hirao
Graduate School of Engineering Science, Osaka University, Machikaneyama 1-3, Toyonaka,
Osaka 560-8531, Japan

~Received 3 April 2003; accepted 2 June 2003!

A resonance-ultrasound microscopy has been developed for mapping a material’s elastic constant in
a localized surface region. It detects the effective elastic modulus through a resonance frequency of
free vibrations of a solid probe touching the specimen via a small tungsten-carbide bearing.
Langasite (La3Ga5SiO14) crystal is used as a probe because of the low sensitivity of its elastic
constants to temperature and its high piezoelectric coefficients. The vibration of the probe is excited
and detected with a surrounding solenoid coil. This noncontacting acoustic coupling isolates the
probe vibration and measures the resonance frequency with an accuracy better than one part in 105.
This microscopic method is applied to a composite material consisting of silicon-carbide~SiC!
fibers in titanium-alloy matrix. The stiffness distribution inside a single fiber was determined.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1593819#

Microscale and nanoscale elastic-constant mapping has
been recently made possible with atomic-force acoustic mi-
croscopy~AFAM !.1–4 This method yields an image of the
effective stiffness of a surface region of a material from the
resonance frequency of an atomic-force-microscope~AFM!
cantilever touching the material. The image includes infor-
mation about the material’s local elastic constants, which is
unavailable with other conventional observations, such as
optical microscopy, scanning and transmission electron mi-
croscopy, and AFM topography. However, with this ap-
proach, it is difficult to make an absolute quantitative deter-
mination of the material’s stiffness due to many unstable and
unknown parameters. The typical AFAM setup uses an ultra-
sonic transducer attached to the cantilever to vibrate it, caus-
ing a multiple resonance together with the transducer, bond-
ing material between the transducer and the cantilever, and
the cantilever. One end of the cantilever is gripped and the
other end contacts the specimen. Thus, the resonance fre-
quencies depend not only on the specimen’s stiffness, but
also highly on the elastic constants of the transducer mate-
rial, coupling material, cantilever material, and gripping ma-
terial. In addition, the gripping condition enters the problem.
It highly affects the resonance frequencies because maxi-
mum bending and torsional stresses always occur at the
gripped surface of the cantilever. To overcome these prob-
lems, we must isolate the probe vibration. Furthermore, the
usual AFAM approach is an unrealistic means for nonde-
structive evaluation of materials in the field because it is too
sensitive to the environmental conditions, such as tempera-
ture and sound noises, to provide a stable resonance
frequency.

Here, we present a resonance-ultrasound microscopy us-
ing a piezoelectric crystal@langasite, La3Ga5SiO14 ~LGS!#,
instead of a cantilever. LGS belongs to crystals with 32
point-group symmetry~trigonal! that show six independent
elastic constantsCi jkl , two piezoelectric coefficientsei jk ,

and two dielectric coefficients« i j .5 Its large piezoelectric
coefficients~about three times as large as those of quartz!
allow us to oscillate the crystal without contact using a dy-
namic electric field. In addition, because its elastic constants
are hardly affected by temperature~normalized temperature
derivatives ofCi jkl are of the order of 1025 K21),5 the reso-
nance frequencies are very stable.

Figure 1 illustrates the microscopy method. An oriented
rectangular parallelepiped LGS probe is used, measuring
about 10310314 mm3. The solenoid coil surrounds the
probe without touching it. Driving the solenoid coil by high-
power rf bursts induces an oscillating electric field and ex-
cites free vibrations of the probe through the converse piezo-
electric effect. After the excitation, the same coil receives the
vibration through the piezoelectric effect. A frequency scan
provides many resonance peaks as shown in Fig. 2. A
tungsten-carbide spherical bearing 0.7 mm in diameter is em-
bedded in a thin bearing base attached at an antinode spot of
a vibration on the bottom surface of the probe. The bearing
can rotate, contacting the specimen to measure the effective
modulus in the near acoustic field. A biasing force is applied
through three pins touching vibrational nodes on the top sur-

a!Electronic mail: ogi@me.es.osaka-u.ac.jp
FIG. 1. Illustration of the rectangular-parallelepiped LGS oscillator, touch-
ing the specimen through a ball bearing attached at an antinode spot.
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face. Thus, an acoustic coupling occurs only at the specimen
surface, and the vibration of the probe is isolated from any
other contacts, realizing high sensitivity and reproducibility
of the measurement.

Free vibrations of an oriented rectangular-parallelepiped
crystal with 32 point-group symmetry fall into four groups
denoted byAg , Bg , Au , andBu , according to the deforma-
tion symmetry as tabulated by Ohno.6 Seeking the resonance
frequencies and vibration modes, we consider the weak form
of the Lagrangian in a piezoelectric material:6–9

L5
1

2 EV
S Si j Ci jkl Skl2

]f

]xm
«mn

]f

]xn
12

]f

]xm
emklSkl

2rv2uiui DdV2E
S
TkukdS. ~1!

Here, Si j denotes a component of the strain tensor,f the
electric potential,r the mass density, andv the angular fre-
quency.Tk and uk denote the surface traction and surface
displacement, respectively, and they are related to the elastic
properties of the contacting specimen. Assuming a point con-
tact and using Hertz’s theory,4 the out-of-plane component of
the displacement at the contacting pointu3

cont takes the form
u3

cont5(F2F0)(6E* 2RF0)21/3. HereF0 denotes the biasing
static force andF the force acting on the probe in a reso-
nance state.~We assumeduF2F0u!F0 .) F2F0 equals a
perturbation force from the static force with a harmonic os-
cillation and can be integrated as a traction force acting at the
contacting point in Eq.~1!. R is the bearing radius.E* de-
notes the effective Young’s modulus of the bearing-specimen
contact given byE* 215E1

21(12n1
2)1E2

21(12n2
2). Here,

E and n denote Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio,
respectively.4 Subscripts 1 and 2 denote bearing and speci-
men, respectively. For the bearing,E15630 GPa andn1

50.2.
Stationary points of the Lagrangian (dL50) provide the

resonance modes. We approximated the displacements and
electric potential in terms of linear combinations of the basis
functions consisting of normalized Legendre polynomials.6

Substituting the expanded displacements and electric poten-
tial into Eq. ~1!, we obtain the resonance frequencies to-
gether with the associated sets of expanding coefficients
~Rayleigh–Ritz method!.6–9 Resonance frequencies calcu-
lated using LGS constants reported previously5 agreed with
the measurements by 0.1% difference in average when the

specimen is absent~free vibration!. This agreement shows
that the present method can determine a material’s stiffness
quantitatively. The expanding coefficients provide the dis-
placement distributions on the probe surfaces as shown in
Fig. 3. We also measured these using laser-Doppler interfer-
ometry and found good agreement with the computations, as
demonstrated elsewhere.8,9

We used the Ag15 mode because it exhibits an antinode
near the center of the bottom surface~Fig. 3!. We fitted the
spherical bearing on the center of the bottom surface~antin-
ode! and applied the biasing force through the three pins
touching the nodal points~Fig. 3!. The temperature deriva-
tive of the resonance frequency of this mode was 2.3
31025 K21. Thus, the resonance frequency is stable be-
cause of both the isolation of the vibration and the low tem-
perature derivative. Indeed, reproducibility of the resonance
frequency measurement was on the order of 1026 at ambient
temperature.

Figure 4 shows the resonance frequency measured on
various materials whenF051.36 N. Higher-stiffness speci-
mens constrain the displacementu3

cont and increase the reso-
nance frequency.~Detailed analysis of the contacting effect
on the resonance frequency will be given elsewhere.! Figure

FIG. 2. Free-vibration resonance spectrum of the LGS crystal measured by
the noncontacting solenoid coil.

FIG. 3. Computed distributions of the out-of-plane displacement amplitude
of Ag15 mode at the bottom~left! and top~right! surfaces of the LGS probe.

FIG. 4. Measured resonance frequency for six various materials with a wide
range of elastic stiffnesses.
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5 compares images obtained by optical microscopy and by
resonance-ultrasound microscopy on a mechanically pol-
ished cross section of composite material consisting of a
polycrystalline Ti-6Al-4V matrix reinforced unidirectionally
by silicon-carbide~SiC! fibers ~SCS-6!.10 The single SCS-6
SiC fiber shows an annular structure consisting of a carbon
core, SiC surrounding the core, and a carbon coating on the
outer skin.11 A linear trace of the resonance frequency along
the solid-line arrow in Fig. 5~b! is also shown in Fig. 5~c!.
The stiffness image reveals the effective Young’s moduli of
the carbon core and the matrix alloy larger and smaller than
that of the SiC, respectively. The calibration measurement in

Fig. 4 estimates Young’s moduli of the matrix and carbon
core to be 106 and 550 GPa, respectively. The former is
consistent with that of the titanium alloy. The carbon core of
SCS-6 SiC fiber includes a pyrolitic-carbon layer, which con-
sists of turbostratic-carbon blocks withc-axes aligned pref-
erentially along the radial direction.11 Thus, the larger modu-
lus in the carbon core is attributed to the aligned pyrolitic-
carbon layer. There are two other significant observations,
which are unavailable with optical microscopy. First, the
modulus in the SiC region near the carbon core is small. It is
reported that the concentration of the carbon atoms decreases
with the radial distance from the edge of the carbon core and
that it reaches the stoichiometric proportion in the SiC region
at about 15mm from the edge.11 Thus, the SiC near the
carbon core contains extra carbon atoms and shows a stiff-
ness smaller than that of stoichiometric SiC. Second, the
modulus at the interfaces between the matrix foils and fiber
foils @dashed-line arrows in Fig. 5~b!# is small. Because this
composite was fabricated by a foil–fiber–foil technique,10

the interfaces between the foils will be bonded poorly.
In summary, we developed a resonance-ultrasound mi-

croscopy for scanning elastic–stiffness changes across a pla-
nar specimen surface. Two factors enabled this method. First,
we isolated the probe vibration. Second, we constructed a
probe whose vibration is undisturbed by temperature change.
As an example application, the microscopy method was ca-
pable of evaluating elastic–stiffness distribution across an
SiCf /titanium-matrix composite material. Not only did it
show clearly the fiber/matrix elastic-constant changes, but it
revealed further essential details. It would be easy to con-
struct mobile probe for extending the method to field
applications.
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FIG. 5. Images obtained by~a! optical microscopy and~b! resonance-
ultrasound microscopy.~c! Line trace of the resonance frequency along the
solid-line arrow shown in~b!. Intensities differ because fibers are misaligned
slightly. Dashed-line arrows show the interfaces of the matrix foils and fiber
foils. ~The foil layers are parallel to the horizontal direction.! The specimen
surface was polished mechanically.
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